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a b s t r a c t 

The built environment and its direct surroundings show great potential for sustainable energy harvesting 

but often face the challenge of being integrated with solar energy generators in an aesthetically pleas- 

ing manner. In this work, we demonstrate the inkjet printing of luminescent solar concentrators with 

striking imagery as a promising solution where energy generation and aesthetic possibilities of transpar- 

ent surfaces become possible. Inkjet printing is used to create a variety of unique patterns for enhanced 

aesthetics, while a model study explores the effect of patterning and use of multiple colors with this 

technique on the output of the device. 

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

The world is undergoing an energy transition towards smart

ities with increasing interest for renewable electricity generation

1] . With the expectation that global energy consumption will only

ncrease, new options for localized energy generation and off-grid

pplications are desired to reduce transport losses, ensure security

f energy supply, and reduce the impact of fossil fuels on climate

2] . A major challenge in harvesting energy from renewable energy

ources and integration for nearly zero-energy buildings is in si-

ultaneously maintaining attractiveness in the appearance of the

tructure. 

For electricity generation in urban settings, photovoltaic (PV)

anels are generally employed. PVs are primarily applied on top of

 roof as an add-on construction, rather than being integrated into

he building façade or surroundings. With the decreasing avail-

bility of land, urban planners have responded by designing ever

aller buildings, resulting in relatively small areas of rooftops for

raditional PV panels but concomitant large areas of facades. De-

loyment of PVs in facades is challenging, since there are often

oth performance (non-optimal orientation, excessive shading, or

ncreased risk of damage to the device) and aesthetic barriers to

ntegration of traditional PV panels in buildings, although products

ith beautiful designs have recently become commercially avail-

ble [3] . 
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Building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) are much in demand.

everal attempts have been made to add coloration to PV cells [4–

] , which show promising applicability but lack the transparency

equired for window applications. Transparent colored cells strug-

le to balance appearance, production costs and performance [7–

0] . Appealing energy generation in building facades could be

chieved using the luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) [11–18] .

n an LSC, hidden PV cells cover only the narrow edges of a plastic

r glass lightguide. By applying fluorescent coatings to the light-

uide surface, both direct and indirect light is absorbed by the lu-

inophore [19] , and the emitted light redirected towards the small

V cells, which receive this concentrated light at a wavelength op-

imized to minimize heating effects on the PV, allowing the cells

o run cooler and more efficiently ( Fig. 1 ) [20] . 

Appearance is a critical factor in the application of PV sys-

ems in the built environment [ 21 , 22 ]. Colored glass facades are

lready used to create attractive buildings [23] . While transpar-

nt lightguides for use as electricity generating LSC windows have

een proposed [ 12 , 15 , 16 , 24 ], the sunlight absorbed is generally re-

tricted to the ultraviolet and near infrared exploitation, which

ecessarily limits the possible performance of the device. Recent

ork suggests the fractional coverage of a window by colored

ightguides strongly determines whether or not the participant

s comfortable with the presence of the LSC [25] . Despite intro-

uction in the late 1970s, [26] no serious market introduction of

SC devices has yet been made. However, several efforts have ad-

ressed the potential aesthetic advantage of the LSC in building

ntegration [ 17 , 27–30 ]. 
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Fig. 1. (Left) Working principle of an inkjet printed luminescent solar concentrator. The fluorescent ink (red star) absorbs incident light (green arrow) and emits this by 

fluorescence (red arrow). Due to the difference in refractive index between the PMMA substrate and the surrounding air, a large fraction of the light is trapped inside the 

device and only emitted through the edges where one can attach a photovoltaic cell to generate electricity. (Right) Photograph of a printed A4 sized luminescent solar 

concentrator. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Photographs of 5 × 5 cm 

2 PMMA plates coated with 1% Red305 dye solu- 

tions (samples 1a–1f) with peak absorbance around 0.65. 
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There are a few reports of the patterning of the fluorescent inks

for LSCs to allow color variety. [27] Most previous works gener-

ated mosaics [31] , and line or grid patterns by using masks and

a tedious technique of partial polymerization followed by wash-

ing away unreacted material, which besides being inefficient and

making it difficult to change patterning between experiments, is

also wasteful of material [32–34] . While patterning can result in

a decrease in total emission due to decreased total light absorp-

tion [ 33 , 34 ], it could allow the device to be employed as a semi-

transparent window [35] , and compensate for the loss of electrical

generation with beautification of the building facade [ 25 , 27 ]. Even

though the efficiency will inferior to PV panels, the added value of

LSC systems combining aesthetics with energy harvesting and pos-

sible smart sensor applications will impact the built environment

for smarter energy use and monitoring of the environment without

the requirement of access to power grids. 

In this work, an inexpensive procedure is developed to inkjet

print visually striking LSC devices that open a tremendous win-

dow of opportunity to design unique, attractive solar energy sys-

tems depicting stunning artwork that could be easily integrated in

and around the modern façade, with the possibility of replacing

the current printed glass for an energy harvesting solution. Inkjet

patterning can deposit multiple colors with high definition and be

done on demand, allowing for limitless flexibility in the design of

building integrated photovoltaic systems. 

2. Results and discussion 

A series of 25 cm 

2 devices with a variation of 12.5–100% ink

surface coverage were printed ( Fig. 2 ); the absorbance of the dye in

these prints was around A = 0.65. The edge emissions were mea-

sured upon exposure of the surface to light from a solar simula-

tor with the samples on a black painted metal support ( Table 1 ).

‘Internal efficiency’ of the LSC is defined as the fraction of pho-

tons reaching the edge of the lightguide as a function of the to-

tal number of photons absorbed by the dye. ‘External efficiency’ is

the fraction of photons that are emitted from the lightguide edges

as a fraction of the total number of photons incident on the sur-

face of the device from 350–10 0 0 nm. The internal efficiency is an

indication of how well the individual dyes and lightguide process

the light, and the external efficiency provides a comparative per-

formance value of the LSC device as a whole. 
With increasing coverage, the internal efficiency decreases,

hile the external efficiency increases ( Table 1 ). Increasing cover-

ge area of the ink results in a greater probability of reabsorption

f the emitted light. These reabsorptions may result in a light loss

ia limited fluorescent quantum yields of the dyes, or emissions

utside the ‘capture cone’ of the lightguide [14] . Both these losses

educe the internal efficiency. However, the greater coverage area

lso increases the absolute number of photons absorbed, which in-

reases the absolute output of the device, despite the increase of

nternal losses. In a practical application, this will mean that de-

reasing the dye surface coverage area of the LSC will result in

 non-linear reduction of electrical generation efficiency. Aesthet-

cally appealing LSCs or devices with extensively uncovered areas

or use as windows may sacrifice a fraction of the device’s external

fficiency, but the increased internal efficiency will compensate to

ome extent. 

To study the effect of different patterning designs on edge

mission, eight samples were printed, each having a coverage area

f 50% ( Fig. 3 ). The photon efficiency of these devices were all

ound to be similar, varying between 53.4 and 60.7% ( Table 2 ). No
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Table 1 

Internal and external photon efficiencies for simple centered square patterns with 12.5–

100% lightguide coverage: references to Fig. 2 images of the samples are given. 

Ink coverage (%) Internal Photon Efficiency (%) External Photon Efficiency (%) 

12.5 (2a) 74.9 2.4 

25.0 (2b) 62.4 3.8 

37.5 (2c) 58.3 5.5 

50.0 (2d) 56.7 7.0 

75.0 (2e) 52.6 10.1 

100.0 (2f) 48.5 12.1 

Table 2 

Internal and external efficiencies for complex patterns with 50% surface coverage, with ref- 

erence to patterns depicted in Fig. 3 . 

Ink coverage (%) Internal Photon Efficiency (%) External Photon Efficiency (%) 

50% 2 lines, 3a 55.7 8.1 

50% 3 lines, 3b 54.2 8.1 

50% 4 lines, 3c 55.2 8.1 

50% 2 squares, 3d 53.5 7.8 

50% 4 squares, 3e 58.5 8.4 

50% 5 squares, 3f 56.2 8.0 

50% 2 edges, 3g 53.4 7.8 

50% edge square, 3h 60.7 8.7 

Fig. 3. Sample printed patterns of samples 3e-3l and photographs of 5 × 5 cm 

2 

printed devices with photographs of eight of the actual devices displayed under- 

neath. 
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Fig. 4. a) Appearance of a printed 100% covered Red305 lightguide with peak ab- 

sorbance of 0.56 covering 100% of lightguide on a uniform white paper background. 

b) Appearance of the same print covering 100% of lightguide on a uniform black 

paper background. c) Appearance of the same print on a white paper background 

printed with a panther image in black ink. d) Appearance of the same print on a 

white background with printed black edges. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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lear correlation between these patterns and edge emission were

dentified at the scale of the devices printed (25 cm 

2 ). 

The performance of the inkjet-printed samples were compared

ith samples produced earlier using the more laborious process of

olymerization of a bar coated layer through a mask followed by

ashout procedures described in the literature [ 33 , 34 ]. The 100%

overed inkjet printed sample with A~0.65 had an external effi-

iency of 12.1%, while the bar-coated, mask-polymerized sample

ith A~0.9 was quite comparable at ~14.8% [33] after correcting

or the difference in integration ranges (350–800 nm in the cur-

ent work compared to 350–750 nm in the previous work), abor-

ance and the lamp characteristics. Thus, the printing technique
roduces high-quality samples comparable to the bar coating pro-

ess described in the literature. 

The presence of a white scatterer at the rear side of an LSC

an improve edge emissions, especially for samples of more limited

ize when the absorbance is limited, allowing absorption event of

he otherwise unabsorbed, back scattered light [36–38] . Combining

SCs placed on top of backgrounds with printed artwork could be

n engaging way to create images that actively generate electricity

hile simultaneously retaining their appeal as devices suitable for

isplaying public information or advertising, for instance. In Fig. 4 ,

he visual Impact of modifying a rear scatterer by adding a printed

anther image covering 44% of the rear surface area is shown. In-

luding this striking image resulted in a minor decrease of only

.7% in external efficiency compared with the pure white back-
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Table 3 

Internal photon efficiencies of a fully covered Red305 sample on dif- 

ferent backgrounds. 

Sample Internal photon efficiency (%) 

White background (4a) 52.2 ± 0.5 

Black background (4b) 36.9 ± 0.4 

Black panther background (4c) 48.2 ± 0.5 

Black border (4d) 42.9 ± 0.3 

Fig. 5. a) 100 × 100 × 5 mm 

3 substrate patterned with ink at 15 DPI. b) 

100 × 100 × 5 mm 

3 patterned with ink with 15 DPI; 13 V and 15 V were used 

to create shadows. c) Shadow effect by using 0.5% and 1.25% Red305 dye concen- 

trations on a 50 × 50 × 5 mm 

3 substrate. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Example of a multicolor image printed on a 10 × 10 cm 

2 PMMA plate using 

Lusoco ink containing Lumogen Red305 (red ink) and a perinone derivative (teal 

color) [39] . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 4 

Internal photon efficiencies for the LSC de- 

vices depicted in Fig. 7 . 

Sample Internal Photon efficiency (%) 

7a 48.2 ± 0.36 

7b 9.3 ± 0.07 

7c 16.0 ± 0.14 

7d 20.6 ± 0.07 

7e 28.0 ± 0.15 

7f 18.0 ± 0.06 
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ground ( Table 3 ). This shows adding significant visual enhance-

ment of the LSCs by including easily interchangeable images on the

back scattering element of the LSC can be done without severely

compromising performance, perhaps even enhancing it [37] . Addi-

tional images were printed and placed behind the lightguide on

white paper but no clear correlation between efficiency and place-

ment of the figures were found. The effect of a printed image on

a rear scatterer on the performance with larger scale lightguides

would give insight into the advantages of the strategic placement

of the ink at various positions of the device [29] . 

In Fig. 5 , there are three examples of more striking graphic de-

signs. These highly artistic images show the possibilities of gener-

ating a variety of patterns and tones using a single color. 

These images were designed to demonstrate the unique oppor-

tunity provided by inkjet printing for LSC devices. In Fig. 5 a, apply-

ing the design rules for maximum transparency while remaining a

short travel distance of the light towards the edges resulted in a

high resolution example. A border around the device is used to al-

low reduced coverage of the central area, while boosting electrical

generation efficiency. Fig. 5 b is created by printing the design into

two parts. Here, different voltages were applied on the inkjet noz-

zle during printing, resulting in deposition of more ink at desired

locations and showing the possibility to create a shading effect us-

ing a single ink. In this work, the neck, eyes, and nose of the face

are printed with a thicker layer of ink than the side of the neck, for

example. Fig. 5 c is printed using two inks with different dye con-
entrations, showing the possibility of creating a three-dimensional

ffect. 

The edge output of the sample shown in Fig. 5 c, which has

3.5% uncoated surface, resulted in an increase of 3.3% in internal

hoton efficiency compared with a fully covered sample containing

 wt.% Red305, as the higher dye concentration resulted in higher

ocal absorbance. The geometric pattern had a decreased external

fficiency since fewer photons were absorbed initially. 

Naturally, the printing of images onto LSCs is not restricted to

onochromatic designs [ 18 , 31 , 33 ]. A variety of colors are possible,

ramatically increasing the number and types of images that could

e printed ( Fig. 6 ). The final efficiency of the device is a function

f the spectral absorption, area coverage by the ink, effective over-

ap of absorption and emission spectra of the dyes [33] , and the

uorescent quantum yields of the luminophores. When extending

his to using edge attached PVs, the response of the PV and optical

oupling into the solar cell are also important parameters. 

To more systematically test the performance of LSCs employ-

ng multiple colors, a series of box-like patterns were printed us-

ng the Red305 dye and a perylene perinone (see Fig. 7 ) [ 39 , 40 ].

he perinone has been shown to have a somewhat lower fluores-

ent quantum yield than the Red305 [39] . As evidenced in Table 4 ,

he decreased efficiency had an expected significant impact on the

dge emission of the device. The selection of appropriate dyes with

inimal spectral overlap and high fluorescent yields, and optimal
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Fig. 7. Inkjet printed 5 × 5 cm 

2 lightguides using inks containing two different 

luminophores: 1 wt% Red305 or 1 wt% of a perylene perinone [39] . (For interpre- 

tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 
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urface distribution of dyes for multicolor images must be carefully

onsidered if maximum efficiency is desired. 

Efficiencies drop dramatically when switching to the perinone

ased dye, resulting in an internal photon efficiency of 9.3%

 Table 4 ). This is a factor of 5 lower than the internal photon effi-

iency achieved for the equivalent fully covered lightguide printed

ith Red305 dye. This illustrates the importance of utilizing high

uantum yield materials when introducing LSC devices into real

nvironments. 

The printing of LSCs opens many additional opportunities for

ight control in the device. As an example, by printing LSCs using

n ink containing polymerizable liquid crystal (LC) monomers as

ost for the dichroic luminescent species, it is possible to align the

ye molecules, gaining control over the emission directions of the

ight [41–45] . By directing dye emissions to specific locations along

he edges of the lightguides [43] it becomes possible to employ

maller, more efficient (and expensive) PV cells. 

. Experimental 

PMMA (Polymethyl methacrylate) was used as substrate

PlanoPlastics), generally 5 × 5 cm 

2 or 10 × 10 cm 

2 in size. On

op of the substrate the dye ink was printed by an inkjet printer.

he ink mixture (Lusoco B.V.) contains either a red perylene based

ye, Lumogen Red305 (BASF) [ 46 , 47 ], or a perylene perinone [39] . 

Printing of the ink was performed using a Dimatrix DMP-2850

quipped with a cartridge containing 2 ml of the mixture (10 pl

rop volume). The head of the cartridge was heated to 50 °C with

 meniscus set point of 1.0 mbar and printing was performed oper-

ting the piezo elements at 16 V. During printing the cartridge was

urged every 120 s for 0.3 s and wiped to keep the nozzle plate

lean. The cartridge was covered by aluminum foil to prevent the

nk from polymerizing during printing. During the printing, a LED

amp (Thor Labs 365 nm LED, including a collimator to adjust the

pot size and intensity) was used to pin the ink in position. After

rinting, the substrate was transferred to an N 2 environment and

urther polymerized for 30 s with an 8 mW/cm 

2 TL beam (15 W

hilips CLEO (Hg); Hevlar 50 Hz 230 V), to further cure the ink. Im-

ges were created by loading a BMP file into the controlling com-

uter with a resolution of 1693 pixels/inch so that the image is

rinted with a droplet spacing of 15 DPI. 

The LSC edge-emission was measured by exposing the sample

laced on a black-painted metal support shelf from the top of the
aveguide with a 300 W AM1.5 solar simulator light source (Lot

riel Group). The photon output at the edges of the PMMA was

etected by integrating sphere (LMS-100, Labsphere) with a diode

rray detector (RPS900, Internal Light) with a wavelength range of

50–10 0 0 nm. The transmission spectra through the LSC was mea-

ured by a spectrometer (Perkin Elmer Lambda 750) over a spec-

ral range of 350–800 nm with a Perkin Elmer 150 mm integrating

phere detector (lead sulfide (PbS) combined with a photon multi-

lier tube (PMT). 

The edge emissions of the four edges of the LSC lightguide were

easured, summed, and the photon output, n , calculated from: 

 E photon = 

hc 

λ
(1) 

here h is the Planck constant, c the speed of light, λ is the wave-

ength (m), and E photon the energy of a single photon. 

The energy absorbed by the dyes, E abs , was estimated by multi-

lying the measured lamp spectra by the absorption spectra of the

ye for the 25 cm 

2 samples, adjusted for the fractional coverage

f the dyes calculated from the BMP drawing. The internal photon

fficiency, ηin , is obtained by: 

in = 

P hoton s out 

P hoton s abs 

(2) 

here the number of photons absorbed, photons abs were summed

ver the range of 380–800 nm and the number of edge emitted

hotons photons out for the wavelength range of 50 0–80 0 nm for

he Red305 dye and 550–850 nm for the perylene perinone dye. 

The external efficiency, ηext , is calculated by: 

ext = 

P hoton s out 

P hoton s incident 

(3) 

here the photons in and photons out were summed over the appro-

riate wavelength range. 

. Conclusions 

In this work, it is shown that by inkjet printing fluorescent ink

n a waveguide, LSCs can be designed that can not only generate

lectricity, but also show dramatically improved aesthetic possibil-

ties for BIPV. These devices are expected to have a strong visual

mpact when integrated within building envelopes for enhanced

esthetics and add to the options when working towards (near)-

ero energy emission buildings. The images presented in this work

how the possibility of creating 3D effects by adjusting either the

uantity of ink on the lightguide surface or the amount of chro-

ophore present in the ink within single color prints and the gen-

ration of multicolor images via the use of multiple dye molecules,

hus boosting their appeal for integration into the urban environ-

ent. The true potential of these devices will become obvious

hen a combination of invisible inks (UV, IR) and different col-

rs are combined to achieve both maximal energy generation and

isual effects. 
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